Conflict Resolution Techniques and Tools
Resolving conflict requires active listening, clear communication, building a rapport, and finding a
resolution to a situation.
Here are the common techniques in resolving conflict:

Task Strategies
1. Identify the problem with facts and eliminate opinions
2. Set boundaries and expectations for each side
3. Stall – “sit on it”
o Examples: Don’t reply to an email or text right way. Take a walk to cool off.
4. Reply
• Factually (avoid reacting from emotions or feelings)
• Actively listen to the other person’s side
• Share how you view the other person’s perspective
i. Put yourself in the person’s shoes
ii. Share how you saw the situation and misunderstood
iii. Come up with solutions to resolve the conflict
iv. Share what you are willing to compromise
• Apologize and come up with strategies to prevent this in the future

Emotional Strategies
1. Acknowledge the emotion- “I am really upset” “When I was not CCed on the email I felt excluded”
2. Use “I” versus “You” statements
3. Share both sides
• Avoid interruptions
• Use “and” versus “but” statements
4. Compromise
• Acknowledge different approaches and rationale
5. Agree to disagree
• Find respect in the foundation of someone’s thoughts
2. Stall – “sit on it”
• Identify the emotions and triggers that created the conflict
• Do not respond or get other people involved
6. Reconvene after a few hours or few days and attempt a resolution or compromise
• Come up with ideas to resolve the conflict
• Give a sincere apology
• Find strategies to rebuild the relationship
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Active Listening Technique in Conflict Management
The Art of Active Listening and Repeating
“Yes, and…” vs. “No, but…” Technique
Acknowledging the other person’s comment and adding information reinforces active listening. This is a
stronger approach than using “no” or “but”, which negate the other person’s thoughts, and causes resistance
or further conflict. Below is an example of how to replace the “but” with an “and”.
Example:
Yes, (repeat the person’s last comment) and…
What not to say: “No, I don’t see your point, but I didn’t meant it that way.”
What to say: “Yes, I see your point, and I didn't mean it that way. I lost my cool and I am sorry.”
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